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About This Game

Gothicc Breaker is the classic Brick Breaker game, but with a background that is not... flat!
Break the blocks and reveal the picture that lies beneath.

Unlock new levels and test your luck,
and once you are done go check out the gallery, to see what you have unlocked!

Get Ready for your fresh new Goth GF!
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Title: Gothicc Breaker
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
HeHeHe! Productions
Publisher:
HeHeHe! Productions
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista or Higher

Processor: QuadCore

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 mb

Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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9\/10. --Pros
Nice arkanoid game.

Tig old biddies.

Goth pixel art.

Mouse control.

Dope punk instrumentals.

Uhhhh, game didn't crash when I used the edit mode to create a level that made it easy to grab several multiballs in a row.
Slowed down a lot though.

If you patch for the censor, you can use the gallery to see any nudes you didn't get while playing as long as you beat the level.

--Cons
Can't serve to the left in mouse mode (possible with keyboard if you jerk the paddle to the left as you serve).

No badge\/cards, if you are in to that.

Only 6 achievements, if you are in to that.

Woman from the thumbnail art is not in the game.

There are easier ways to see a pair of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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